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DESCRIPTION

In the modern Deep learning era, neural networks are almost 
good at every task, but these neural networks depend upon more 
data to perform well. But, sure problems like face recognition 
and signature verification, we can’t always depend upon getting 
more data; to resolve this type of tasks we've got a brand new 
variety of neural spec called Siamese Networks. It uses only some 
numbers of images to urge better predictions. The power to be 
told from little or no data made Siamese networks more popular 
in recent years. During this article, we'll explore what it's and the 
way to develop a signature verification system with Pytorch using 
Siamese Networks.

Traditionally, a neural network learns to predict multiple classes. 
This poses an issue after we have to add/remove new classes to 
the information. During this case, we've got to update the neural 
network and retrain it on the entire dataset. Also, deep neural 
networks need an outsized volume of knowledge to coach on. 
SNNs, on the opposite hand, learn a similarity function. Thus, 
we are able to train it to determine if the 2 images are the 
identical (which we are going to do here). this allows us to 
classify new classes of information without training the network 
again.

Uses of similarity measures where a twin network may be used 
are such things as recognizing handwritten checks, automatic 
detection of faces privately images, and matching queries with 
indexed documents. The perhaps most well-known application 
of dual networks are face recognition, where known images of 
individuals are precomputed and compared to a picture from a

turnstile or similar. It's not obvious initially, but there are two
slightly different problems. One is recognizing someone among
an outsized number of other persons, that's the automatic face
recognition problem. DeepFace is an example of such a system.

In its most extreme form this is often recognizing one person at
a railway station or airport. the opposite is face verification that's
to verify whether the photo during a pass is that the same
because the person claiming he or she is that the same person.
The dual network may well be the identical, but the
implementation will be quite different. Learning in twin
networks will be finished triplet loss or contrastive loss. For
learning by triplet loss a baseline vector (anchor image) is
compared against a positive vector (truthy image) and a negative
vector (falsy image). The negative vector will force learning
within the network, while the positive vector will act sort of a
regularizer. For learning by contrastive loss there must be a
weight decay to regularize the weights, or some similar operation
like normalization.

Twin networks are utilized in object tracking due to its unique
two tandem inputs and similarity measurement. In object
tracking, one input of the dual network is user pre-selected
exemplar image, the opposite input could be a larger search
image, which twin network's job is to locate exemplar within
search image. By measuring the similarity between exemplar and
every a part of the search image, a map of similarity score may be
given by the dual network. Furthermore, employing a Fully
Convolutional Network, the method of computing each sector's
similarity score is replaced with only 1 cross correlation layer.
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